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A. Economic Objective and Context The strategy that Mexico is implementing to contribute to global growth is based on three major axis: (i) strengthening our macro fundamentals, (ii) pushing through a robust implementation of the structural reforms; and (iii) engaging in multilateral cooperation to promote free trade and capital mobility. To give context, recall that in recent years, the global economy experienced a pronounced period of moderate growth, volatility in financial markets, and geopolitical uncertainty. However, in the last months worldwide synchronized growth has started to show. Regarding the national economy, as in the last years, in 2016 Mexico registered a positive performance of both the public finances and the domestic market, actually over-preforming relative to the aforementioned context. Going forward, we expect growth to continue and we are committed to the implementation of strategies to further improve our performance, joining the recent global trend of synchronized higher growth.  The stability and sustained growth of the Mexican economy is based on three major pillars: a prudent fiscal policy, an independent and credible monetary policy, and a broad and deep agenda of eleven structural reforms. In this sense, Mexico is undertaking actions to keep its commitment to preserve the macroeconomic stability of the country, while enhancing its resilience to external shocks through the adherence to the fiscal consolidation path and the gradual rebuilding of reserve buffers, the anchoring of inflation expectations, the implementation of the structural reforms, and a strong oversight of the domestic financial system. The approval and implementation of a comprehensive structural reform package during the past three years have strengthened our position to further promote a strong and sustainable economic growth. One of the main objectives of the structural reform agenda is to boost the productivity of our key economic sectors. In this sense, this agenda considers a wider set than the key commitments initiated four years ago.  Labor and financial reforms have directly contributed to strengthen the domestic market. The results of the labor reform have materialized in the creation of 732,591 formal jobs during 2016. As for the financial reform, we have observed an improvement in access to credit. In 2016 performing loans from commercial banks to firms, households, and consumption increased by 14.2, 7.2, and 8.5 percent in real terms, respectively. The structural reforms will also contribute to improve medium and long term economic growth by attracting domestic and foreign investments. As of foreign resources we are already seeing an increase of direct investment after the reforms: over the last four years FDI has increased USD 135 billion.  The reforms have also helped boost investment. For example, the auctioning off of production sharing and license contracts in deep and shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico as well as onshore fields, which was possible only after the energy reform, has attracted new investments amounting to USD 41.3 billion in Round One and at least USD 8.2 billion in Round 2. Similarly, the investment associated to one of the emblematic projects of the telecommunication reform, the Red Compartida is estimated at USD 7 billion. The Red Compartida will allow 92.2% of the population (about 110 million people) to access high speed mobile services by January of 2024. B. Implementation of Past Growth Strategies Mexico has grown steadily between 2-3 % from 2014 to 2016. This is a good performance considering the headwinds we have faced over the last couple of years, i.e. the sluggish growth of the US, a simultaneous decrease in oil prices and oil production, and an increase of volatility in international financial markets. However, growth has been lower than the the expectations set when the structural reforms were approved in 2013. In this sense, promoting investment is a priority for increasing long run growth and mitigating any shocks arising from uncertainty. Energy Reform. The farm-outs of Pemex are proof of the positive results of this reform. In December of 2016 Pemex successfully auctioned off its first farm-out in deep waters. This farm-out will further contribute to the medium-term growth of the country as their production is expected to reverse the 
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current drop in production mainly associated with the depletion of the Cantarell reservoir. Further on, the recovery in oil prices observed in the last year and the expected stabilization of oil production have and will continue providing additional incentives for investing in the Round 2 (of the National Comission of Hidrocarbons) and in the farm-outs to be auctioned off in 2017. A clear example is the recent succesfull auction of 10 out of the 15 available shallow water fields that comprised the first stage of the Round 2.  The energy reform endowed Pemex with powerful financial and operational instruments. Accordingly, Pemex is undergoing a profound transformation to take full advantage of this reform. For instance, their new Business Plan is centered in improving its profitability and thus it will not deteriorate Mexico’s fiscal position. Projects identified from the Pemex Business Plan could attract investments up to USD 36 billion.  Financial Reform. We have a sound financial sector and a strong regulatory framework. Banks are profitable and well-capitalized, they have enough liquidity, and they are resilient to credit and market risks. The a ki g se tor’s loa  portfolio is ell-diversified by industries and loan types. However, we still face challenges, for instance the low-banking penetration. As of this challenge, the reform is contributing to improve credit access by reducing credit costs and promoting efficiencies in credit origination mainly for SMEs. We also have a new mandate for development banks, in order to foster financial market development and financial inclusion.  Telecommunication. The greater economic competition observed after the reform, has generated a 15.7 percent decrease of mobile tariffs between 2015 and 2016, and a 26.0 average annual decline of long distance, mobile, and local tariffs. The emblematic project that resulted from this reform, Red Compartida, will provide a wider 4G coverage, improve the quality of the service, and will give access to the best spectrum and most advanced mobile technology. The winning bidder met the technical and financial parameters needed to deploy a network, parallel to the fiber optic wires of the Federal Electricity Comission, on the 700 MHz spectrum, and it is committed to invest approximately USD 7.5 billion to built around 10,000 base stations and other infrastructure elements over the country.  Fiscal Reform. Because of this reform, Mexico was able to significantly increase tax collection. This allowed the Federal Government to offset the recent decrease in oil revenues. In the past four years, tax collection increased 5.6 percentage points of GDP, changing from 8.4% of GDP in 2012 to 14.0% of GDP in 2016. Also, the composition of fiscal revenues has become more robust, decreasing our dependence in oil revenues. Oil revenues (39.4% in 2012, 16.3% in 2016) represent nowadays less than 20% of total fiscal revenues. Finally, note that to accompany the structural reforms agenda, Mexico implemented fiscal stimulus measures in 2013. C. Major New Policy Actions Supporting Growth - Hamburg Summit C1. Macroeconomic Policies As discussed above, the Agenda of Structural Reforms is under implementation and has already shown its effects on the domestic market, leading to important progress across many sectors of the economy. At the same time, we have been able to preserve the stability with a responsible macroeconomic policy management that includes, among others, the following elements: a) The Flexible Exchange Rate Regime, which serves as a buffer against adverse external shocks. Various elements have strengthened the role of the exchange rate as a buffer, among them: (1) a decrease of the pass-through of exchange rate fluctuations to domestic prices, (2) a well-developed derivatives market in Mexico, which allows economic agents to hedge their currency risks. Hence, due to its stabilizing properties, the flexible exchange rate regime will remain an important element of the policy framework in Mexico. The Foreign Exchange Commission (FEC), composed by the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank, is responsible of conducting foreign exchange policy. Given the exchange rate volatility seen in the past few months, and with the purpose of fostering a more orderly functioning of the foreign exchange market, the FEC 
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implemented a program of foreign-exchange hedges by auctioning non-deliverable forwards, which are settled by differences in local currency at maturity. This last characteristic allows to offer this hedges without using international reserves. The FEC has underscored that the anchoring of the exchange rate would continue to be sought mainly through the preservation of solid economic fundamentals. b) An Autonomous Central Bank with a Credible Monetary Policy and well anchored inflation expectations. The constitutio al a date of Ba o de Mé i o, Me i o’s e tral a k, is to pursue stability of the purchasing power of the domestic currency. To meet this objective, Banco de México adopted an inflation-targeting scheme as a framework to conduct monetary policy. Specifically and consistent with its mandate, the Central Bank has established 3 percent (with a variability interval of ±1 percentage point) as a permanent target for annual headline inflation. Banco de México conducts its monetary policy to reach this target in an efficient way, that is, by minimizing the cost to society in terms of economic activity. The inflation-targeting scheme has contributed to anchor inflation expectations, thus reducing the level, volatility, and persistence of inflation. Since January 2017, headline inflation has been temporarily affected by changes in the prices of goods relative to services as a result of the cumulative depreciation of the real exchange rate and by the transitory impact of the liberalization of gasoline prices. Thus, 
it is e pe ted that duri g 7 i flatio  ill e a o e the upper ou d of Ba o de Mé i o’s target variability interval. Nevertheless, it is projected that inflation will resume its convergence trend toward its target during the last months of this year, and that it will be close to 3 percent at the end of 2018, as the effects of the aforementioned shocks fade out. Furthermore, inflation expectations continue to reflect that the increase in inflation is expected to be temporary (short-term inflation expectations are relatively high, medium-term expectations have increased less, while longer-term expectations have slightly changed). Banco de México is fully committed to adjusting its policy stance as necessary in order to keep inflation in line with the target over the medium term. Therefore, monetary policy adjustments carried out since December 2015, as well as those that may be required in the future, will continue to contribute fundamentally to the convergence of inflation to the target and to anchor inflation expectations. In addition, it must be noted that inflationary pressures arising from aggregate demand are not anticipated.  c) Proactive strategy in the management of public debt has complemented the process of fiscal consolidation through debt operations that increase the efficiency of the portfolio and improve the maturity profile, thereby helping to reduce funding pressures and to face in the best possible way volatility episodes that could affect financial markets. d) A High Level of International Reserves (174.5 billion dollars) and a Flexible Credit Line (FCL) with the IMF (approximately 86.8 billion dollars). The increase of the FCL agreement, approved in May 27 of 2016, will serve to enhance the buffers of the economy and to give confidence that 
Mexico’s economic policies will remain strong amid a volatile and uncertain environment (IMF, Press Release No. 16/250, 2016).  e) The Oil Price Hedging strategy that insures Federal Government revenues against sudden drops in international oil prices. f) A Timely and Responsible Fiscal Strategy. The Federal Government has timely met the targets each year to preserve the macroeconomic stability of the country, ensure sound public finances, and boost productivity and economic growth. During 2016, the Public Sector Borrowing Requirements (PSBRs), the most complete and robust measure of public balance, decreased 1.2 percentage points of GDP relative to 2015 and 0.6 pp from the original target, reaching a level of 2.9 percent GDP. For 2017 and 2018, we anticipate to meet the fiscal targets as part of the 
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multi-year fiscal consolidation strategy. Without considering non-recurrent revenues from 
Ba o de Mé i o’s operating surplus, the Public Sector Borrowing Requirements are expected to be 2.9% of GDP (1.4% of GDP including the Central Bank surplus), the same level projected in the budget, slightly better than the original multi-year strategy objective for the year and very close to the 2.5% final objective set out for 2018 which should set the debt to GDP ratio on a downward trajectory. The primary surplus is expected to be 0.5% of GDP (1.1% of GDP including the Central Bank surplus), the first primary surplus since 2008. We estimate a 49.5% debt to GDP ratio (48.0% of GDP including the Central Bank surplus) using the historical balance de of Public Sector Borrowing Requirements which is the broadest measure of public debt. This amount is lower than the 50.2 % of GDP observed at the end of last year.  g) Ensure that extraordinary revenues of the Central Bank are allocated to improve the long-term fiscal position of the Federal Government. The Fiscal Responsibility Law mandates that at least 70% of Ce tral Ba k’s operating surplus must be used for debt amortization or to reduce 
the go er e t’s fi a i g eeds for the urre t fis al ear, hile the re ai der ust e used to strengthen the Budgetary Income Stabilization Fund (FEIP) or to increase asset holdings that 
i pro e the federal go er e t’s fi a ial position. This measure has helped strengthen the fiscal buffers available to the government and it also reinforces the autonomy of the Central Bank, and avoids funding permanent spending with non-recurrent resources. The Central Bank sterilizes any monetary impact that may arise from this operation. C2. Structural Reform and Other Actions to Foster Strong, Sustainable, Balanced, and Inclusive Growth Currently a major challenge is to guarantee the full and effective implementation of the approved structural reform agenda. Nonetheless, this is a process that will take several years. It is important to note that boosting productivity has been the axis of the agenda.  Reforms regarding Corruption and Rule of Law. Major legal reforms have provided better frameworks for law enforcement and increased transparency. On July 18 of 2016, the secondary laws regulating the National Anticorruption System (SNA) were published. The SNA will work as a coordination entity among the authorities at all government levels and it will be in charge of the prevention, detection, and sanction against corruption, as well as to audit public resources. Additionally, the National Transparency System enhances accountability within the three government branches to strengthen the institutional framework through better information access and assessment of governance. The New Justice System has improved law enforcement, transitioning from an inquisitorial system to an accusatory and oral procedural one, which will in turn increase transparency and efficiency. Special Economic Zones. The Federal Administration for the Development of Special Economic Zones (FADZEE) is in charge of the implementation of the SEZ. This entity is now in charge of regulating, planning, and promoting the SEZ in accordance with the best international practices. The creation of the first SEZ is aimed to boost investment in the less developed regions of the country. FADZEE already concluded that SEZ were viable to stablish and to develop in: (i) Puerto Chiapas, in Chiapas; (ii) the Ishtmus of Tehuantepec in Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz and Salina Cruz, Oaxaca; and (iii) Lázaro Cárdenas-La Unión, in Michoacan and Guerrero; this process also includes their institutional framework and the identification of infrastructure projects. As of now, 42 firms already committed to invest around 6.7 million dollars in those regions. Responsible public finances to strengthen macroeconomic stability. Both the fiscal and monetary authorities have reinforced their commitments with preserving sound public finances, strong macroeconomic fundamentals and well-anchored inflation expectations. In 2016 and 2017, they have announced coordinated measures regarding the monetary and fiscal policy to respond comprehensively to, external shocks and their effect on public finances and the current account, among others. 
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Annexes Annex 1. Key Economic Indicators Key Indicators  2015*** 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 I. Macroeconomic Indicators       Real GDP (% yoy) 2.6 2.3 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 Nominal GDP (% yoy) 5.7 7.0 4.0 6.3 6.3 6.3 Output Gap (% of GDP)* -0.7 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 Inflation (%, yoy) 2.1 3.4 4.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 Fiscal Balance (% of GDP)** -5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Unemployment (%) 4.4 3.9 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.5 Savings (% of GDP) 22.4 21.8 21.9 22.1 22.3 22.6 Investment (% of GDP) 22.4 21.8 21.9 22.1.3 22.3 22.6 Public Fixed Capital Investment (% GDP) 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 Private Fixed Capital Investment (% GDP) 18.2 18.2 18.4 18.7 19.0 19.3 Total Fixed Capital Investment (% GDP) 21.9 21.8 21.8 22.0 22.2 22.5 Current Account Balance (% of GDP) 2.9 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.7  *A positive (negative) gap indicates an economy above (below) its potential. **A positive (negative) balance indicates a fiscal surplus (deficit). *** Indicators can be presented on a fiscal year basis, should they be unavailable for the calendar year.    
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Annex 2. Implementation of Past Growth Strategies – Hangzhou, Antalya and Brisbane commitments Key Commitments  1. Competition (Anti-trust) Reform Key Commitments for Monitoring Purposes The policy action: Energy Reform Inclusion of the commitment in growth strategies This measure was initially included in the Brisbane growth strategy. 

Detailed implementation path and status 

Interim Steps for Implementation  Status  1. Upstream 1.1.- Rou d Zero  as o pleted. Pemex requested areas and production fields.  1.2.- Round 1.1  E&P contracts for exploration in shallow waters were awarded and signed.  
• Expected investment: 2.7 billion USD (if exploration proves successful). 1.3.- Rou d .  E&P contracts for extraction in shallow waters were awarded and signed. 
• Expected investment: 3.1 billion USD. 1.4.- Rou d . : E&P contracts for extraction onshore were awarded and signed. 
• Expected investment: 1.1 billion USD. 1.5.- Rou d . : E&P contracts for exploration in deep waters were awarded and signed. 
• Expected investment: 34.4 billion USD. 1.6.- Trio : Deep-water farm-out with Pemex. BHP Billiton Mexico was declared winner 
• Expected investment: 11 billion USD. 1.7.- CNH and Pemex migrated the PSC of the shallow water fields Ek and Balam. 
• Expected investment: 5 billion USD. 
• Expected production: +90 kbpd. 1.8.- CNH approved three farm-outs, one in shallow waters, Ayín Batsil, and two more onshore, Cárdenas-Mora and Ogarrio.  

The Energy Reform is being implemented in a timely manner, it is in an advanced stage and all deadlines have been met.  The deadline for the implementation of the steps mentioned above: 1. Upstream 1.1 August 2014. 1.2 September 2015. 1.3 January 2016. 1.4 August 2016. 1.5 March 2017. 1.6 March 2017. 1.7 May 2017. 1.8 October 2017. 1.9 June 2017. 1.10 July 2017. 1.11 July 2017. 2. Electricity 2.1 March 2016. 2.2 September 2016. 
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• Pemex will have a 50% share of each project, without being the operator. 1.9.- Rou d .  10 E&P contracts for exploration in shallow waters were awarded. 
 Expected investment: 8.2 billion USD. 1.10.- Rou d .  Pu li  te der to au tio  off E&P contracts for exploration onshore. 
 12 blocks with license contracts. 1.11.- Rou d .  Pu li  te der to au tio  off E&P contracts for exploration onshore. 
 14 blocks with license contracts. 2. Electricity 2.1 First long-term electricity tender 

 12 out of the 18 winning proposals were solar projects, amounting to 1,771MW of the assigned energy with an average price of US$45.15 per MWh.  2.2 Second long-term electricity tender. 3.-Downstream. 3.1.-Retail sale of gasoline and diesel open to competition. 3.2.-The excise tax on gasoline was fixed and liberalization has been implemented by regions. 3.3.-Joint venture for the hydrogen unit in the 
Pe e ’s Refi er  of Tula, generating savings in excess of 30%. 3.4.-Gasoline and diesel prices will be fully liberalized. 

 3. Downstream 3.1 January 2016. 3.2 January 2017. 3.3 February 2017. 3.4 January 2018. 

Impact of Measure • This reform will have a sizeable positive impact on economic growth, investment and competition. 
 Oil sector has been a drag for the Mexican economy over the last 3 years, while non-oil sector has continuously grow at 3.0%. As long as the oil sector starts to show positive grow, it will add to GDP growth over this benchmark. 

• Regarding electricity rates, they have reduced as follows: -4.0% domestic rates at all levels since 2012. 
• The Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE) has granted 237 permits for electricity generation, within the new framework of the energy reform, which implies an average monthly increase of 2% in granting of such permits. 
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The policy action: Execute the National Infrastructure Program (NIP) 2014-2018 Inclusion of the commitment in growth strategies This measure was initially included in the Brisbane growth strategy. 
Detailed implementation path and status 

Interim Steps for Implementation  Status  
 Timely execution of the NIP during the present Federal Administration. The NIP is a broad and profound agenda for infrastructure development; it comprises 24 strategies, 83 action lines and 20 indicators with specific targets that will allow evaluating the performance of the program. The program includes 743 infrastructure projects to be developed between 2014 and 2018, which account for more than 550 billion dollars. 
 The construction of the New Airport of Mexico City (NAICM). 

 The Federal Government is taking the necessary actions to continue with the timely implementation of the National Infrastructure Program. The 2016 Federal Budget was prepared using a zero-based budget approach, in order to give priority to investment projects. In addition, the Federal Government is currently analyzing ways to leverage private investment in infrastructure. 
 The construction of the NAICM started in 2015. Impact of Measure  The execution of the NIP will improve economic activity and generate employment to support infrastructure development and productivity growth. 

 The investment in the new Mexico City International Airport is estimated to reach 13.30 billion dollars. The financial structure of the project considers:  - Private investment (bank loans and debt/equity issuance): debt/equity issuance): USD 5.35 billion. - Public investment (Budget): USD 7.95 billion.      
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The policy action: Fostering Investment in Infrastructure through the implementation of the Financial Reform and the National Infrastructure Fund. Inclusion of the commitment in growth strategies This measure was initially included in the Brisbane growth strategy. 

Detailed implementation path and status 

Interim Steps (include deadlines) for Implementation  Status 1. Implementation of the Financial Reform: i. Maintain a solid financial system: ii. Increase competition in the financial sector and improve the quality of financial services through regulations to inhibit anticompetitive practices and provides stronger attributions to the Federal Commission for Protection and Defense of Financial Services Users (CONDUSEF): iii. Establish conditions to encourage private banks to extend credit.: iv. Promote credit through development banks, mainly by stronger corporative government, mandates and organizational structures for these institutions. 2. The Mexican Federal Government is encouraging a reform of capital market regulation, regarding the participation of institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance companies in infrastructure, in order to: i. Improve incentives for investment portfolio management, leading to better investments and more efficient asset managers. ii. Simplify the regulatory framework for infrastructure products, making Development Capital Certificates (CKDs) a more flexible instrument. iii. Extend the range of institutional investors that can invest in CKDs, including insurance companies. iv. In September 2015, three new instruments were launched in order to foster institutional 
i estors’ parti ipatio  i  i frastru ture financing: i) FIBRA E, which is a new asset class designed to monetize cash flows from stabilized energy and infrastructure project; ii) Investment Projects Certificates (CERPIs), that allow domestic and foreign institutional investors, 

• All measures are currently being implemented. 1. Different involved agencies, including National Development Banks, the National Banking and Securities Commission (CNBV), the Federal Commission for Protection and Defense of Financial Services Users (CONDUSEF), among other federal agencies, will continue working in the implementation of this reform.  2. This set of regulatory reforms was reviewed by the Boards of the National Commission for the Pension System (CONSAR) and CNBV during 2015. Changes to the FONADIN were executed in 2015 and 2016. The Federal Government is analyzing ways to optimize 
FONADIN’s assets 
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including pension funds and insurance companies, to allocate resources in a wide range of industries with different risk exposures (capital, debt, mature or development projects); and iii) Educational Infrastructure Certificates, which will be traded through the Mexican Stock Exchange.  3. Strengthening the National Infrastructure Fund (FONADIN), which is the main vehicle of the Federal Government to foster private participation in 
i frastru ture. FONADIN’s a tio  plan aims to: i. Support public-private partnership (PPP) project development. ii. Implement a mechanism to prioritize infrastructure project development. iii. Strengthen project preparation and structuring in order to consolidate a credible pipeline of bankable projects for private sector investment, fostering solid evaluations and risk management techniques. iv. Strengthen its financial capacity. 

(51 toll highways) in order to leverage private investment in infrastructure. 

Impact of Measure  The Financial Reform will reduce costs and promote efficiencies in credit origination mainly for SMEs, and will provide a new mandate for Development Banks, in order to foster financial market development and financial inclusion. 
 The capital market regulations will help channel more effective institutional investors and commercial banks to infrastructure projects, fostering capital mobilization for this sector. 
 The FONADIN will foster private participation in infrastructure projects through PPPs.  Non-key Commitments The policy action Status of Implementation  Impact of the policy 1 Telecom Reform In-progress  Entrance of new firms in the sector. USD 7 billion private investment in Red Compartida. Lower telephone tariffs and consistent impact on lowering inflation rates and increasing real wages. 2 Unemployment Insurance In-progress The purpose of this policy is to cover 50% of the last salary for people working in the formal sector. This insurance plans to initially cover four months with this scheme, and the two following months are planned to cover the minimum wage for a total coverage of six months.  
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Annex 3. Major New Policy Actions Supporting Growth - Hamburg Summit  The new or adjusted policy action: Increase productivity, boost employment and create wealth in less developed regions through the creation of Special Economic Zones (SEZ) Objective(s) of policy There are significant gaps in productivity, development, and growth between regions in Mexico, these gaps are associated with poverty rates and informality is one of the main barriers to increase productivity in the southern states. The SEZ are designed to reduce this gap. This policy can be classified as infrastructure in investment. 
Implementation path and expected date of implementation 

The approved Law regarding SEZ includes: (1) provision of fiscal, commercial, financial benefits, jointly with specific regulation and the development of infrastructure; (2) the government will provide flexibility in each zone to establish specific incentives regarding customs regime, tariff policy and merchandise control; (3) to ensure procedure efficiency and to cut red tape, there will be coordination and cooperation among the three levels of government, and (4), Special Economic Zones will guarantee high standards in transparency and accountability. The Law included the creation of the Federal Administration for the Development of the SEZ.   The SEZ initiative is already under implementation. 
 On September 29, 2015, the President of Mexico sent the Initiative for the Federal Special Economic Zones Act to Congress. 
 On April 27, 2016, the Chamber of Representatives approved the changes made by the Senate.  The first SEZ are Lázaro Cárdenas (Michoacán), Puerto Chiapas (Chiapas), and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (Veracruz and Oaxaca). The deadlines for the implementation stage of these projects are as follows: 
 At the beginning of 2017, the design and approval of the institutional legal framework was completed. 
 On June 22, 2017 the Federal Authority for the Development of Special Economic Zones concluded that SEZ were viable to stablish and to develop in the areas taken into consideration, and the judgment was approved by the Comission of the Special Economic Zones.  
 By July 2017, the declaratory, licensing and assignments should be in place. 
 In October 2017, the construction and operation of the Zones will begin. 
 By September 2018, an anchor tenant, i.e. an industrial company that can attract suppliers and others, should be in place for each zone. What indicator(s) will be used to measure progress? Total investment in the Special Economic Zones. Explanation of additionality or adjustment http://www.presidencia.gob.mx/zonaseconomicasespeciales/  

http://www.presidencia.gob.mx/zonaseconomicasespeciales/
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The new or adjusted policy action: Improving the rule of law to lift potential growth by strengthening 
the legal fra ework to realize the refor s’ full pote tial Objective(s) of policy Mexico has undertaken renewed efforts to increase productivity and long-run potential growth. One is to strengthen the legal system and institutions to promote the rule of law. 

Implementation path and expected date of implementation 
Me i o’s efforts to i pro e the rule of la  ill help achieve the full potential of the structural reform agenda. In this regard, the government has taken the necessary actions by approving two reforms that strengthen the Mexican legal framework. The first reform is the National Criminal Procedure Code and the second one refers to the New Appeal Law. First, the National Criminal Procedure Code reform unifies the criminal justice model which allows our system to transition towards a model shared by the Federation and the states, in order to (1) facilitate coordination between authorities; (2) increase investigation effectiveness at the federal and local levels; (3) provide greater legal certainty regarding the decisions of judges and courts; and (4) prevent the diversity of rules from creating scope for impunity.  The new Justice System enacted in the reform has already been implemented at a federal level in all of the 32 states.  
Se o d, the Refor  ill e pa d the prote tio  pro ided to itize s’ rights, i  order to make the administration of justice more expeditious and effective; to simplify and to modernize the legal process, and to strengthen the Judicial Branch of the Federation. The Injunction Law Reform has three main axes: (1) it expands the sphere of the protection of rights (i.e. human rights provided for in international treaties will receive direct protection); (2) the effectiveness of Mexican justice increases (i.e. filing for an injunction may now be done online using the Electronic Signature); and (3) it strengthens the Judicial Power of the Federation, particularly the Supreme Court of Justice (i.e. the Court is empowered to remove from office and report to the District Judge both the authority responsible and their immediate superior when he/she fails to comply with an injunction sentence). This reform has also been fully implemented and resulted in several cases ofprotection of citizens’ rights.  It is important to mention that in the process of designing the aforementioned reform, the government included the participation and proposals from the civil society, renowned scholars and justice experts.  What indicator(s) will be used to measure progress? The National Survey on Criminal Justice System established the methodology to measure the impact the Penal Reform has had on society. The study is divided into three major categories: i) a survey with the perception of society on the Criminal Justice System; ii) a focus groups made up by operators; and iii) a cross-check analysis of quantitative and qualitative results. Explanation of additionality or adjustment http://www.setec.gob.mx/  http://www.setec.gob.mx/es/SETEC/Mapa_de_Gradualidad http://reformas.gob.mx/en/appeal-law/what-is  

http://www.setec.gob.mx/
http://www.setec.gob.mx/es/SETEC/Mapa_de_Gradualidad
http://reformas.gob.mx/en/appeal-law/what-is
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The new or adjusted policy action: Implementation of a multi-year fiscal consolidation plan to secure fiscal sustainability and preserve macroeconomic stability in the current adverse environment. Objective(s) of policy The Mexican Federal Government has timely met the targets set annually to ensure sound public finances. The objective of this multi-year strategy is to boost growth, to support the implementation of the Structural Reforms and to preserve the macroeconomic stability of the country. 

Implementation path and expected date of implementation 

According to the 2017 General Economic Policy Preliminary Guidelines: 
 In line with the multi-year fiscal consolidation trajectory committed to in 2013, the fiscal targets for 2017 are expected to be timely met, with a level of 2.9 of GDP for the Public Sector Borrowing Requirements (PSBRs) and a surplus excluding high-impact investment equivalent to 0.1 percent of GDP. These public finance projections of the end of 2017 do not consider the amount of the Ba o de Me i o’s Operati g Surplus (BMOS). 
 For the first time since 2008, we expect a primary surplus of 0.5 percent of GDP, slightly better than the estimated surplus of the 2017 General Economic Policy Guidelines (2017 GPEG). Therefore, without considering the BMOS, the Historical Balance of the PSBR (HBPSBR), the broadest measure of public accumulated debt, is expected to start a decreasing trajectory in 2017, standing at 49.5 percent of GDP. 
 For 2018, to achieve a budgetary balance in accordance with the multi-year fiscal consolidation plan, we anticipate a moderate downside adjustment of spending with respect to the 2017 budget of 0.2 percent of GDP. The amount of spending considered compares favourably with the 1.3 and 1.5 percent GDP adjustments presented in the 2015 and in the 2016 General Economic Policy Preliminary Guidelines, respectively. 
 This adjustment will allow to reduce the PSBRs to 2.5 percent of GDP, in order to achieve a primary surplus of 1.0 percent of GDP, and to decrease the HBPSBR to 49.2 percent of GDP level. This will conclude the multi-year strategy for public finance proposed by the Administration of President Enrique Peña Nieto in 2013.  
 Banco de México deposited the BMOS of the 2016 fiscal year, for an amount equivalent to 1.5 percent of GDP. The use of these resources, in strict adherence to the Federal Budget and Fiscal Responsibility Law, implies a revision of the estimates for the end of 2017. So, if there are no further adjustments in the macroeconomic framework, in 2017 the PSBRs will stand at 1.4 percent of GDP and the HBPSBR at 48.0 percent of GDP. What indicator(s) will be used to measure progress? Compliance of the fiscal balance trajectory published in the 2017 General Economic Policy Preliminary Guidelines. Explanation of additionality or adjustment  http://finanzaspublicas.hacienda.gob.mx/work/models/Finanzas_Publicas/docs/paquete_economico/precgpe/precgpe_2018.pdf   

http://finanzaspublicas.hacienda.gob.mx/work/models/Finanzas_Publicas/docs/paquete_economico/precgpe/precgpe_2018.pdf
http://finanzaspublicas.hacienda.gob.mx/work/models/Finanzas_Publicas/docs/paquete_economico/precgpe/precgpe_2018.pdf
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Annex 4. Past commitment – St. Petersburg fiscal commitment  Estimate Projections  2014-15* 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Gross Debt           ppt change         Net Debt** 47.2 50.2 48.0 47.7 47.3 47.0 46.2 ppt change -0.4 -0.3 -2.2 -2.2 -2.3 -2.2 -2.3 Deficit -3.5 -2.6 -1.3 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 ppt change 0 .3 1.2 0 0 0 0 Primary Balance -1.2 -0.1 1.5 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2 ppt change 0.1 0.3 1.3 .1 0 0 0 CAPB        ppt change        * Figures can be presented on a fiscal year basis, should they be unavailable for the calendar year. ** Please explain how net debt is measured in your economy. 1_/ Change with respect 2016 Growth Strategy Estimates.  The debt-to-GDP ratio and deficit projections are contingent on the following assumptions for growth:   Estimate Projections  2014-15* 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Real GDP growth 2.6 2.3 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 ppt change           0.1 -0.1 -1.1 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 Nominal GDP growth 5.7 7.0 4.0 6.3 6.3 6.3 7.3 ppt change 0.7 1.2 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0         * Figures can be presented on a fiscal year basis, should they be unavailable for the calendar year.  
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